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         NOTE:  Robert Goodvoice takes over the tape recording the last 
         part of the first side and the second side of the tape.  Samuel 
         Buffalo for some reason decides not to finish. 
          
          
         HIGHLIGHTS: 
          
         - Discusses the mythical origins of the Dakota Sioux value 
           system.           
          
         (Side A) 
          
              My name is Samuel Buffalo.  I also have a Dakota name 
         Mniyo.  This is the name I prefer to use in my writings.  I am 
         a member of the Wahpaton Dakota Reserve 94A located ten miles 
         northwest of Prince Albert, Saskatchewan.  By birthdate is 
         October 29, 1929. I have lived most of my 47 years of life at 
         Wahpaton. 
          
              Since last June I wanted to record several topics of 
         Dakota history for Robert Goodvoice, a councillor of the 
         Wahpaton band now doing research work for the Saskatchewan 
         Archives.  This tape was made on Tuesday, September 20, 1977.  
         The time is 9:00 p.m.   
          
              I have been compiling materials which I consider suitable 
         for school text books and Dakota language courses.  The Dakota 
         reserves are now preparing to have Dakota language courses in 



         their schools.  I am very interested to do this type of work.  
         Besides, I am a physically handicapped person and I have the 
         time to study and train in the field of free-lance writing.  So 
         writing Dakota stories is my choice for convenient time 
         structuring.   
          
              I want to discuss one of my outlined manuscripts titles, 
         "The Holy Dance Society."  James Black, better known as Sapa,  
         was a Candojuha Yuha meaning principal member of the Holy Dance 
         Society.  In 1951, I spent many days with him.  And he told me 
         a number of stories concerning the Holy Dance Society and I 
         also heard other stories relating to the Holy Dance Society.  
         Now compiling them all together and this is the way I have 
         written my manuscript.   
          
              Originally, a disaster had dispersed people into strange 
         lands.  A small group fled to save their lives.  They were 
         encountered by the ocean.  So they travelled along the coast 
         for a suitable hiding place.  One was found and temporary homes 
         were built.  But happiness did not dwell with the people.  Many 
         were frightened and insecure to look ahead.  Unfriendly 
         activities prevented them to associate together.  It was this 
         described condition made them long for a better life. 
          
              Four eldest men were chosen to find a new life for the 
         people.  A narrow peninsula wedged far into the sea.  At the 
         very tip, the four elders made an altar.  They prayed and 
         fasted days and nights.  Then one day at dawn, they saw the 
         strangest event in their lives.  Near them on the sea, the 
         water sank down forming huge footshapes.  Above was like a 
          
         massive bright star's falling.  The elders' eyes were closed by 
         the glow of the light.  Then a voice spoke to the elders that 
         echoed throughout the sky.  The voice described 150 herbs to 
         refresh their health.  The plants were shown to the elders.  
         The voice explained four principles to organize their people.  
         The voice gave them new survival methods to be arranged in many 
         ways.  The voice promised a new generation in the land where 
         the sun descends.  The voice commanded the elders and their 
         people to journey to that Canku Duta meaning Red Road.  A very 
         heavy fog fell upon the elders for a short time.  The scene 
         concluded with a reddish circle that disappeared westward. 
          
              The elders were happy and quickly returned home.  They 
         delivered the good news to their people.  Many informed details 
         were kept secret by the elders.  On the coastline in the 
         unknown eastern land, people rejoiced.  They were blessed with 
         new tidings on a most beautiful day.  Four crowds seated in 
         circles.  At the centre stood an elder teaching to people.  
         These elders were busy in preparation activities.  The fourth 
         day after hearing the holy voice, at dawn the first Omniciye, 
         meaning circle ceremony, was conducted.  In each direction, an 
         elder sat facing one another.  At the centre, a folded material 
         was placed.  When it was unfolded, a red circle depicted at the 
         centre of the material.  The elder seated in the east commenced 
         to talk about one of the four gifts.  Then the elder presenting 
         south spoke of the second gift.  It continued with the elder in 



         the west followed by the elder in the north.  The procedure 
         closes with meditation and singing.  A large crowd formed -- a 
         large circle was formed by the crowd.  Dancing, yelling, and 
         using musical sounds were performed.  It was their way of 
         expressing appreciation in refreshed life.  The word Koda, 
         meaning friend, was adopted.  The four elders addressed one 
         another with Koda.  The title means the elders were dedicated 
         members of the circle ceremony.  Thereafter, every Omniciye 
         closed with these words:  "Koda onsimada po," meaning, "Friend 
         have mercy on me."  It was strongly considered that exchange of 
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         mercy promoted friendship.  In Omniciye the friendship was an 
         essential need.  More and more people were accepting the big 
         challenge.  They were working hard for final preparations.   
          
           
         After a long time of preparing and waiting for this very 
         special day, it was the journey commencing on the Red Road.  
         The four elders led the file of people called Ounhdake, meanin
  
         generation -- the new generation with good health, adorable 
          
         homes, many arts to be learned, and pleasure for everyone to 
         enjoy.  This was the heart of the movement as the Red Road 
         progressed step by step. 
          
              The Red Road was not 
         wa
         year, had different assignments.  The seasonal assignments were
         conducted.  Still the journey kept advancing westward.  One 
         important season was Wetu, meaning spring, a period of 
         refreshing body and mind to strengthen health.  New growth of

nal          plants provide fresh herbs for them to use.  Every seaso
         circle ceremony, the diet changed too.  There were four types 
         of diet available to avoid famine.  Flesh-eating animals and 
         fowls were forbidden to be eaten by people.  According to the 
         Wakandowan, meaning holy songs, the wordings informed that the
         Dakota ancestors were vegetarians.  One other notable season 
         was Mduketu Cokaya, meaning mid-summer.  The elders select a 
         suitable campsite for one purpose, a pleasure for young and 
         old, in terms of laughter, singing, dancing, and games.  This 
         annual event was understood as rehearsal for the new 
         generation.  Most men games were based on accuracy in spear and
         in shooting arrows.  These journey adjustments were do
         in the start. 
          
              The importance in recording the journey distance by Oeti, 

e, and Omaka, meaning season, were neglected due         meaning campsit
         to
         meaning generation counter, was introduced.  A piece of wood 
         was measured longer than the length of a hand and an arrow; one 
         side was flattened and smoothed.  Two pictorial writings 
         representing season and moon were sketched into the flat 
         surface.  Each Canyawa equals one generation.   
          
              Also, the traditional four members in the circle cere

ies          of friendship had been outdated.  The elders' dut
         ac



         to share knowledge and support one another was favored.  Any 
         gray-haired men and women qualified to join the circle 
         ceremony.  So the membership increased creating a structural 
         change.  A waist-high oblong wall of posts staked closely side 
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   When these strange songs came in, my nephew Sam Buffalo, 
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         by side was made.  The size depends on the number of members 
         participating within the structure.  On each end a tipi was 
         placed about twenty steps away from the main lodge.  The site 
         of the three lodges were erected in line of east to west.  The
         tipi at the east, represented the first altar.  The main lodg
         represented Okodakiciwe, meaning society.  The tipi at the west
         represented the promised new generation.  The Akicita, meaning 
         guardian members, dwell in these tipis during the ceremony.  
         The Candojuha Yuha, meaning principal members, were in the 
         oblong lodge.  The duties of the four gifts were distributed 
          
         among the principal members.  Every member was thoroughly 
         taught of the Dakota movement.  This much had been said about 
         ex
          
              The four given principles given to the Holy Dance Society 
         were arranged for organizational development.  These wer
         be
         was their encircled encampment in harmony with Wakan Tanka, 
         meaning most holy circle in the universe.  Then the circle 
         power of earth meaning the nature.  They constructed their 
         homes as circled tipis according to their Wowicada, meaning 
         belief.  Near the centre of each tipi was the sacred circle 
         Oceti, the fireplace.  An important identity in a tipi was t
         intangible partitions.  When entering a tipi one should turn 
         his left.  One should never turn to his right, in respect of 
         the lady who lives there.   
          
              Ah, b, g, d, a, gee, hee, hoo, ee, jee, tee, lee, mee, 
         nee, oh, p, oh, pa, khe, cee,

e.            ze
          
          

I started and got involved with this language busine         ...then 
         an
         Oc
          
         (Problems occur with the tape recorder and the taping.  Problem 
         on tape straightened out.  Robert Goodvoice continues 

ories.)            st
          
         Robert: 
          
           
         quit reco

 I am          So
         there to fill in the rest of the four or five tapes.  I want to
         know why these songs came in.  The man that, I heard him say, 
         "Testing one, two, three, four," that is a man that played the 
         records up to there and he made a test and everything was 
         working good.  And we started the record player and yet these 
         songs came in again.  And then we waited until it ceased to 
         make these sounds and then I suggested I take over and fini



         them the best I could.  And this is what I intend to do.  
         Nobody is here.   
          
          
              What they call the Oktobe legends.  The Cree say, they 

ll this being Wecakacuk and I often read some of the legends 
 the Cree and they mention this here Wecakacuk.  I was 

ther, 
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         of
         wondering if that is the same man or same being that is among 
         the Dakotas way back, many, many years ago.  It seems to me 
         that the ability and the appearance and one thing or the o
         resembles, Wecakacuk resembles our Oktobe which my grandfather 
         and grandmother, they mentioned... 
          
         (End of Side A) 
          
         (S
          
         ..
         There migh
         Now this Oktobe, they don't know where he lived and what he 
         lived on and nobody seemed to know or see his home.  But it 
         appears to them, he appears to the Dakota people and he speaks 
         their language and he seemed to guide them.  But nobody ever 
         touched him.  He don't allow nobody to touch him for some 
         reason.  And he appears to them, he appears to them as a human. 
         In every way, shape, and form, he is a human.  But where he 
         come from and where he goes after he leaves them, nobody kn
         But then he goes to another camp a long ways.  Between each 

ch          camp there is quite a distance but then he seemed to visit ea
         camp and help them to get by.  And he guided them to some place 
         where it is safe for them, where food is plenty and where foo
         is easily obtained.  And this is the Oktobe and that is how he 
         acted among the Dakota people.  He joined them, if they have 
         any feast or dance or anything of entertainment, he in there 
         with them and he participated in their activities the same as 
         anybody else. 
          
              There is one thing, none of the others shake hands with 
         him or touch hi
         st
         tried to get close enough to him to touch him.  They get close
         enough to him all right, if they would put out their hand t
         would touch him, that is how close they would get to him but
         they would never touch him.  Now, it seems to me, the Crees, 
         their Wecakacuk, he goes in their tipis, in their homes.  Well, 
         this Oktobe, he does that too, he goes inside their tent and 
         talked to them and he visits them by going in their tent.  But
         as I said before, nobody touches him.  But the Wecakacuk among 
         the Cree people and other Indians are different.  He seemed to
         be with them and touch them and shake hands with them and this 
         and that.  So I can't say, my grandparents never said there is 
         two Oktobes.  They only know one by the name Oktobe. 
          
              Oktobe in the Dakota language means a spider.  But when 
         they speak of this Oktobe, they speak of him as a help

ophet, some, a person that could forecast what woul         pr
         So, really, Oktobe, it don't mean a spider that we see on the 



         ground.  It is an insect:  we call that oktobe too.  And we 
         call this thing, this being that comes among the Dakotas, we 
         called him Oktobe.  How he got that name, they never said.  Or 

c         why they call him -- they never said anything as to that effe t.  
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         So, I don't know whether I should tell of some -- what do you 
         call it -- of Oktobe's activities.  He uses bows and arrows and 
         he throws a spear and he does all -- everything that the Dakota 
         people do for their living or their entertainment in the line 
         of sports like shooting at a target with a bow and arrow.  He 
         joins them in that kind of activities.  I am recording a few 
         activities about Oktobe. 
          
              I am expecting some of these funny sounds to come in 
         because this is the same t
         It
         is what I am expecting but so far, it seems to come pretty 
         as it should.  It is coming in as it should. 
          
              And I was wondering, there is a few things there that 
         happened.  There is one, a gramophone, a fello
         gr
         women and, well they used to have a great time.  Once or twi
         in the week, they will gather in one place, everybody brings 
         some food and they would record some powwow songs and somebody 
         would tell stories and they used to have a good time.  I was 
         about 14, maybe 13 years of age when this, oh this is wrong.  I
         was older than that.  Let's see, that was about the first time 
         I saw a gramophone, it was when I was about 13, or 12, maybe 1
         years of age.  That is the first time I saw a gramophone 
         amongst the Dakota people in the Prince Albert district.  But 
         this particular gramophone that I am speaking of -- it happened 

's...          in February in 1918.  The men and women and everybody that
         But here at these gatherings, well, we all go there.  I was 
         there many times.  And one morning, the old man, the father-in- 
         law of this man that owned this here gramophone... The man that 
         owned the gramophone, his name is John Whitecloud.  He is a 
         member of the Sioux Valley Reserve.  He came to join the people 
         in Prince Albert District in 1907.  And he got married there 
         and he lost his wife.  His wife died in 1916 or 1917 but he 
         still lived with his in-laws.  And he went back to see his 
          
          
         people in Sioux Valley and known as Griswold.  That is west 

andon about 50 miles.  There is a big Dakota reserve ther         Br
         To
         River reserve.  And to start way back when the reserve was 
         first surveyed and given to the Dakotas, they called it Owoju.  
         That means a farming place.  They were farmers so they called
         it Owoju, Manitoba.  Their home town is Griswold. 
          
              That is where John Whitecloud came from.  And it is his 
         father-in-law, Tacuntishota, he is the one.  He wok

rning and made a fire and he was sitting by the          mo
         himself and all at once the gramophone started playing music.  
         He thought his son-in-law was up and he had started the 
         machine.  He listened and warmed himself at the same time and 
         at the end of, just about the end of the record, a woman 



         started crying.  Instead of people singing, a woman started 
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         crying, an Indian woman.  And he looked -- Tacuntishota looked 
         over there and his son-in-law was sleeping and this gramop
         was on a box there, in the case, and there was no way that it
         could play.  So he woke them up.  He called his son-in-law and 
         the rest of the people that were in that house.  There were 
         about four or five other adults in the house.  He woke them up 
         and they all heard it.  And he said, "Now, get up.  And take 
         this machine, take it out and smash it and break everything 
         that is in there and throw it away.  Something is going to 
         happen to our home here.  This strange thing happened.  It 
         shouldn't happen.  It is impossible but it happened.  The 
         machine played; nobody started it.  So take it out and smash
         it.  Throw it away."  So, John got up, he got up and he took
         out and he smashed it and throw it away.  About two weeks 
         after, John Whitecloud, he went to bed and never woke up.  He 
         died in his sleep.  And now they figure, this is when this 
         gramophone played music and then a woman cried. 
          
              This is something similar to what Oktobe used to teach.
         Any strange things that you see in your camp or a
         at
         is going to happen.  Something unusual is going to happen.  And 
         if they hear a noise of some kind near the camp, near where the 
         people are camping, they will tell Oktobe.  And then later, he 
         will come back and he will tell them what to do.  He will tell 
         them why they hear that sound and he tell them what to do.  Not 
         to go there, or not to do this, or to move away from that place 
         a certain direction, and a certain distance away from that 
         place, and do this when you get to your new camping grounds, do 
         this, and say this, and tell them what to do to avoid what is 

hew,         to happen.  Now, this is why -- I believe this is why my nep
         Sam Buffalo, discontinued making these records.  But anyway, 
          
         whatever record he made, they don't come out right.  That is 
         why I am going to do them over again. 
          
              My grandfather told many stories pertaining to Oktobe.  
         And I can't remember him saying that he
         hi
         person, very quick in movement and very quick in his speech.  
         He has a very, very clear voice.  He told them a few things 
         that would happen in the future.  And this is one thing that h
         told him, Oktobe told the Dakota people that we are not Dakotas
         or Sioux or what you may call an Indian.  He told them, "This
         world is placed here, is made by the Wakan Tanka and it is 
         placed here for us," he said.  Now he is classing himself as 
         one of us, one of the Dakotas.  He says, "It is placed here for
         us, that we will live upon it and everything that grows upon
         it, we are part of that.  We are one of those, the earth's or 
         the world's production."  Therefore, he said that we are 
         (Dakota).  That means we are part of the world's production.  
         Whatever it produces, we are one of them that the world 
         produced.  So, then he says Makawe Ocuka (Dakota).  We are -- 
         I'll say we are the nature, we are human, that this world  

.           which we live in produced us as human as you see us today
         This is what he told them. 



          
              And then in regards to that, he said there is somebody 
         among you or somebody would 
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uff and he sat up against a tree.  He was crying and praying.  

         is
         going to end some day.  Which Oktobe says is not right.  This 
         world was and it will always be.  He said, he told them, "A man 
         lives so many years and then he dies.  And then the world has 
         ended for him.  Life on this earth, (Dakota) that means the 
         life on this earth for him has ended.  But (Dakota), beyond 
         this life and beyond this world, there is another world for 
         spirits and that is where the man that lived on this earth an
         he died but his spirit is in the spirit world."  Now this is 
         what Oktobe tells the people, many years ago. 
          
              And there is something that he never mentioned, as my 
         grandfather said, is marching on to another nat
         or some other nationality and make war and kill them.  He n
         mentioned nothing about that.  But he tells them to move awa
         from here, this campsite, move away, go this way, go for two 
         days and then make your camp because the enemy is going to pass 
         through here and if you are in the way, they will kill you.  So
         clear the way for them, they are going to pass through here.  
         They are going to occupy this part here for a length of time.  
         And then when they move away back to their original camping 
         grounds, then you can move back.  But move away right now.  And
          
         they will do that, they will move away. They will obey them. 
         Of course, this is my grandfather (name) also known as (name). 

 was a very old man and he used to tell these stories and he          He
         used to mention his grandfather and his great-grandfather.  And
         Oktobe lived closely with the Dakota people.  He seemed to know 
         their minds, he could read their mind or he seemed to forecast 
         things long before it happened.  And it happend as he described 
         it.  Now, this Oktobe, he is a good man to know as far as the 
         Dakota people were concerned.  They depend on him in every way. 
         Because he never fooled them.  Whatever he suggested to them, 
         it is for their benefit.  They would benefit by his 
         suggestions.  And the warning that he gave them, they obeyed 
         him.  It leads them to health or prosperity so that they really
         depend on him.  And my grandfather, (name) known as (
         they never prayed to him.  But some people, they prayed to a 
         rock, they prayed to an island, they prayed to trees like my 
         grandfather himself, as I have said in one of the records, I 
         think.   
          
              He got lost and he was getting weak, tired, he didn't kno

as and evening came.  He went down a hill to a litt         where he w
         bl
         And he fell asleep and that tree, from this, his head against 
         the tree and the voice was -- a person was talking to him.  And 
         he woke up and he listened and the voice was coming from this 
         tree that his head was up against.  It was a poplar tree about 
         the size of a six-inch stove pipe.  He measured by his hands 
         and he said that was a poplar tree that big.  He told me never 
         to cut a poplar tree that big because that is a mouthpiece from 

          the spirit that is in the air.  He told him,  "Go this way and
         keep going.  Your relations are waiting for you.  They are 



         watching for you.  They want you to go back so follow this 
         direction.  Go this way.  Keep going."  Which he did and he 
         came home.  Now, my grandfather (name), he never, never cut a 
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         poplar tree that big.  He told me and he told my brother and
         told people never to cut a poplar tree that big.  Every year h
         put his hands against a poplar tree that big and he asked 
         blessings of the Wakan Tanka through this tree.  He says, "You 
         are the mouthpiece of the Wakan Tanka.  Help me in every way."  
         Now, my grandfather said his grandfather, they prayed to th
         like that or islands or wherever they see some or hear some 
         voices, they say that is a sacred place.  They say a spirit 
         lives there. 
          
              Now, Oktobe is amongst them.  He is right there with the
         but nobody eve
         fo
          
         going to be a hard winter, after all the berries and everything
         that is edible ripen and fall to the ground, and there is going 
         to be a hard winter.  Hard from that time on until the new crop 
         grows.  He tells them if it is going to be hard, if the food is 
         going to be scarce, then they start to preserve fruit and other 
         things that they dig up from the ground.  Of course, the 
         Dakotas, they never plant anything.  It is there.  The nature 
         produces that food and all they do is they dig it up and they 
         dry it and... 
          
         (End of Side B) 
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